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ABSTRACT
This research work proposes discovery of quantitative association rule in spatial data that is related only to objects
what enables data to be stored in relational database management system .The traditional Apriori algorithm is a method that helps to minimize the number of candidate sets while generating association rules by evaluating quantitative information associated with each item .We have proposed an algorithm for Aprori-UB which uses multidimensional access method, UB-tree to generate better association rules with high support and confidence. In multidimensional databases, objects are indexed according to several or many independent attributes. However, this task cannot
be effectively realized using many standalone indices and thus special indexing structures have been developed is
last two decades. Common to all this structures is that they index vectors of values instead of indexing single values. The UB-tree represents one of the promising multidimensional index structures. Indexing and querying highdimensional databases is a challenge for current research since high-dimensional indexing is significantly influenced phenomenon called curse of dimensionality .The proposed method in the paper reduces the number of item
sets generated and also improves the execution time of the algorithm. Any valued attribute will be treated as quantitative and will be used to derive the quantitative association rule which usually helps in making the rules efficient
to handle all types of data.
Keywords: Data Mining, Association Rule, Quantitative multidimensional theorem, Apriori algorithm, Frequent Itemset, UBtree.

1. INTRODUCTION
Scaling is considered an important aspect in Data
Mining. The problem of scalability in Data mining is not
only how to process such large sets of data, but how to
do it within a useful timeframe. Scalability means that
as a system gets larger, its performance improves correspondingly. The main purpose of data mining techniques is to find hidden information and unknown relations within an amount of data. The size of the data increases vastly , but useful information extracted from
the data seems to be decreasing. In order to comply with
future demands, new data mining algorithms and concepts have to be developed that can handle the growing
data sets and extract more sophisticated information.
Existing software packages should be extended, by adding robustness and scalability, in order to successfully
handle the large data sets.
Association rules are highly popular data mining tool. However, most of the approaches are designed
for "market basket analysis" and operate on qualitative
data. It focuses on common types of data based on numeric values. Special forms of association rules are
quantitative attributes that are the area of research for
many researchers. There are only few algorithms and
methodologies to deal with quantitative associations
[8, 4, 5].

Data-driven algorithms are expected to be
competitive to those based on discretization. An example of such algorithm is Window algorithm proposed
in [4] for their new form of a quantitative rule. In Window, the boundaries of ranges in the antecedent of an
association rule are determined by attribute values for
specific tuples. A set of these ranges, called a profile,
selects a subset of tuples. The antecedent consists of a
statistical measure usually the mean, which is based on
values of another numeric attribute.The measure for the
subset is compared with the same measure for the whole
relation. The rule is significant if the difference between
these two measures is high. For a set of quantitative
values the best description of its behaviour is its distribution. For numerical values, the standard measures for
describing a distribution are the mean and variance.
Range is a weak measure, and may be distorted and
therefore misleading. The mean and variance is a more
satisfactory description of numerical values.
In [4] only rules with single numeric attribute in the
antecedent are presented. This paper describes a generalization of this solution to multiple attributes. The main
task of this methodology is the automatic discovery of
or hyper-cuboids sub-spaces that have significantly different qualities from the whole space. It may be useful
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for intelligent analysis of maps, continuous processes or
even multimedia. Consequently, this paper discusses one
aspect of such multidimensional quantitative database.
The association rules are most popular technique used for database research. In the given set of
transactions, where each transaction is a set of items, an
association rule is an expression of the form A + B,
where A and B are sets of items. This method is used to
find all association rules that satisfy user-specified minimum support and minimum confidence constraints.
Conceptually, this problem can be viewed as finding
associations between the “l” values in a relational table
where all the attributes are Boolean. The table has an
attribute corresponding to each item and a record corresponding to each transaction. The value of an attribute
for a given record is “1“if the item corresponding to the
attribute is present in the transaction corresponding to
the record, “0” else.
Relational tables in most business and scientific domains have richer attribute types. Attributes can be
quantitative (e.g. age, income) or categorical (e.g. zip
code, make of car). Boolean attributes can be considered
a special case of categorical attributes. This research
work defines the problem of mining association rules
over quantitative attribute in large relational tables and
techniques for discovering such rules. This is referred as
the Quantitative Association Rules problem [1].
The original problem of mining association
rules was formulated as how to find rules of the form
set1 set2. This rule is supposed to denote affinity or
correlation among the two sets containing nominal or
ordinal data items. More specifically, such an association rule should translate the following meaning: customers that buy the products in set1 also buy the products in set2. Statistical basis is represented in the form
of minimum support and confidence measures of these
rules with respect to the set of customer transactions [2].
This research work is the extension of the previous work where we have proposed an algorithm for
Discovery of Scalable Association Rule from large set
of multidimensional quantitative datasets using k-means
clustering method based on the range of the attributes in
the rules and Equi-depth partitioning using scale kmeans for obtaining better association rules with high
support and confidence.
This paper has the following sections. Section
2 represents the previous work done in the same field
.Section 3 gives the conceptual details used in the proposed algorithm. Section 4 highlights the proposed
Aprori-UB method .Section 5 gives the implementation
details. Section 6 gives rule comparison details. Section
7 and section 8 discusses the conclusion and future
scope.

2. RELATEDWORK
The problem of mining association rules is to
find all rules that satisfy a user-specified minimum support and minimum confidence.
Given a set of transactions, where each transaction is a
set of items, an association rule is an expression X  Y,
where X and Y are sets of items. The intuitive meaning
of such a rule is that transactions in the database which
contain the items in X tend to also contain the items in
Y. An example of such a rule might be that 98% of customers that purchase tires and auto accessories also buy
some automotive services; here 98% is called the confidence of the rule. The support of the rule X  Y is the
percentage of transactions that contain both X and Y .
Usually association analysis is not given decision attributes so that we can find association and dependence between attributes to the best of our abilities.
But the aimless analysis may take much time and space.
Decision attributes determined can reduce the amount of
candidate sets and searching space, and then improve
the efficiency of algorithms to some extent [27].In addition, users are not interested in all association rules, but
they are just concerned about the associations among
condition attributes and decision attributes. If mining
association rules from continuous attributes data, the
continuous attributes have to be discretized first. The
essence of discretization is to use the selected cut-points
to divide the values of the continuous attributes into
intervals. The methods of dividing determine the quality
of association rules [25].
Educational data sets are normally very small if
we compare them with databases used in other data mining fields – typical sizes are the size of one class, which
are often only 50-100 exemplars. In very few cases, we
get data from 200-300 students.
Since Apriori algorithm was first introduced
and as experience was accumulated, there have been
many attempts to devise more efficient algorithms of
frequent itemset mining. Many of them share the same
idea with Apriori in that they generate candidates. These
include hash-based technique, partitioning, sampling
and using vertical data format. Hash-based technique
can reduce the size of candidate itemsets. Each itemset
is hashed into a corresponding bucket by using an appropriate hash function. Since a bucket can contain different itemsets, if its count is less than a minimum support, these itemsets in the bucket can be removed from
the candidate sets [19].
This process is repeated until no more large
itemsets are found. Apriori is more efficient during the
candidate generation process [35]. Apriori uses pruning
techniques to avoid measuring certain itemsets, while
guaranteeing completeness. These are the itemsets that
the algorithm can prove will not turn out to be large.
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The AIS algorithm was the first algorithm proposed for mining association rule [34].In this algorithm
only one item consequent association rules are generated, which means that the consequent of those rules only
contain one item, for example we only generate rules
like X ∩ Y⇒Z but not those rules as X⇒Y∩ Z. The main
drawback of the AIS algorithm is too many candidate
itemsets that finally turned out to be small regenerated,
which requires more space and wastes much effort that
turned out to be useless. At the same time this algorithm
requires too many passes over the whole database.
In the previous work we introduce the problem
of mining association rules in large relational tables
containing both quantitative and categorical attributes.
We used using k-means clustering method based on the
range of the attributes in the rules and Equi-depth partitioning using scale k-means for obtaining better association rules with high support and confidence.The discretization process is used to create intervals of values for
everyone of the attributes in order to generate the association rules.The result of the algorithm discover association rules with high confidence and support in
representing relevant patterns between project attributes
using the scalable k-means.[18]

3. CONCEPTS USED
Multi-dimensional (mean based) quantitative
association rule is a rule of the form:
PrX )(PrX) (M(D))
where:
- J≠ X
- M(Prx)-M(D) >= mindif
- |(PrX)| <= minsup
The antecedent of the rule is a profile that defines a subpopulation of tuples that is significantly different from
the whole D with regard to the attribute J. It is assured
by the second condition (a difference condition) that
holds if there is a minimal difference mindif between
the measure for D and for the PrX. In [4] standard methods for statistical hypothesis testing were then applied
to check the significance of the difference. The third
condition is a standard support requirement for an association rule. Constants mindif and minsup are userdefined parameters. There is no confidence parameter of
the rule. The rule has the difference parameter dif =
M(PrX) - M(D) instead, to indicate its strength. Let us
here specify minimal M for a rule by µ = M(D) + mindif. The dimensionality of the rule is equal to the number of attributes in its profile.
3.1 THEOREMS: Let us present two theorems that
describe properties of quantitative rules and are essential
for discovering them.
Theorem 21: If the quantitative association rules

Pm N M(P rX) is irreducible[12], then
V1.Z= l^V2.. Z=b^V1
Proof. This theorem states that on every profile boundary of irreducible rule is a tuple (calledѴtuple), that
has J value aboveѴ. Let us assume that, on the co ntrary, there is a plain, below average tuple that is closer
to profile boundary than a µ tuple. Then we can draw a
division line between the tuple and the rest of
the
profile along the boundary. As a result the part with this
single tuple is below average, so the whole profile cannot be irreducible rule. The practical consequence of
this theorem is that µ -tuples with maximal and minimal
Prx attribute values define the profile area of the
rule[12].
Theorem 22: There are minimum 2, maximum
2k Ѵ-tuples to define a profile of the irreducible rule
[12].
Proof. The profile of the rule is a hyper-cuboid
with 2k faces and 2k vertexes. A singleѴ tuple defines
maximum of k faces, if is in one of vertexes. If the
Ѵtuple is neither a vertex nor an edge, it defines only 1
face. Hence, there is needed minimum Ѵ
2
-tuples (in
opposite vertexes) and maximum 2k
Ѵtuples
- one in
each face of the hyper-cuboid.
For example, a profile in two dimensions is defined by
2,3 or 4 Ѵ -tuples (Fig.1).

Ѵ tuples

Rule

Figure 1: Ѵtuples that define rules.
3.2 Basic Concept of the UB-Tree
The Universal B-tree (UB-tree) was introduced
in [39] for indexing multidimensional data. Its main
characteristics reside in an elegant combination of the
wellknown B+-tree and the Z-ordering. The power of
UB-tree lies in linear ordering of vectors, similarly like
an ordering of simple values is indexed by the B+-tree.
In the UB-tree we require to establish such ordering on
a multidimensional vector space and thus linearize the
space onto a single-dimensional interval which is usually realized using space filling curves [6]. A space filling
curve orders all the points within a n-dimensional vector
space. UB-tree was designed to be used with the
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Z-ordering generated using the Z-curve. Points (tuples)
in the space are ordered according to their Z-addresses.
An interval [_ᵞ : ᵝ] (ᵞ is the lower bound, ᵝ is
the upper bound) on the Zcurve forms a region in the
space which is called Z-region. An example of Z-curve
and several Z-regions is presented in Figure 2a.
super z-regions

0:75

z-regions

67:5

0:45
0:7

Address of the tuples as keys. The fundamental innovation of UB-Trees is the concept of Z-Regions to create a
disjunctive partitioning of the multidimensional space.
This allows for very efficient processing of multidimensional range queries. Z-Region [a : b ] is the space covered by an interval on the Z-Curve and is defined by two
Z-Addresses a and b. We call b the region address of [a :
b ]. Each ZRegion maps exactly onto one page on secondary storage, i.e., to one leaf page of the B-Tree . For
Figure 3(a) shows the regions. Figure 3(b) shows the
partitioning. Figure 3(c) corresponding Z-addresses.

9:25

25:35

35:45

Figure.2 a) The 2-di mensional space 8×8 filled with the
Z-curve. The numbers in the grid are the Z-addresses.
Figure 3(a): Regions

Figure 3(b): Partitioning

The space is partitioned with four Z-regions.
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Figure 2 b) The UB-tree nodes correspond to the
Z-regions and super Z-regions.
Each Z-region is then mapped into a single
page within the underlying B+-tree. The UB-tree leafs
represent the Z-regions containing indexed objects
themselves while the inner nodes represent the super Zregions. A super Z-region contains all the (super) Zregions lying entirely inside the super Z-region. Hence,
the UB-tree structure is determined by a nested Z-region
hierarchy. An indexed vector space and its appropriate
UB-tree is depicted in Figure 2.
The basic idea of the UB-Tree [13] is to use a space
filling curve to map a multidimensional universe to onedimensional space. Using the Z-Curve Figure 2(a) for
preserving multidimensional clustering as good as possible it is a variant of the zkd-B-Tree [14]. The UB-Tree
is a multidimensional clustering index, which inherits
all good properties of B-Tree [15]. Logarithmic performance guarantees are given for the basic operations of
insertion, deletion and point query, and a page utilization of 50% is guaranteed.
The Z-Address a = Z(x) is the ordinal number
of the key attributes of a tuple x on the Z-Curve, which
can be efficiently computed by bit-interleaving. A standard B-Tree is used to index the tuples taking the Z-
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Figure 3(c): Z addresses calculation.
3.3 Address Representation and Z-value Computation
An important question for the implementation
of the UBTree inside the database kernel is how to
represent the Zvalues[15].All algorithms for the UBTree basically rely on Z-values in the format of variable
length bitstrings (trailing zeros are omitted to reduce
storage requirements). The operations on Z-values manipulate single bits and copy parts of the bit string. The
UBKEY function can be efficiently implemented, as it
requires only reading the specified index attributes bitwise and writing the bits at the corresponding positions
in the resulting Z-value. As input the UBKEY function
requires a bitstring representation of the attribute values.
The natural order  of the attribute values in the original domain A has to correspond to the bitlexicographical order <= bitstr  on bitstrings, i.e.,ai
a j bitstr(ai ) bitstr bitstr(a j ) , where bitstr
Ab: { b|b  0,1} generates the correspon ding bitstring. For example, in case of unsigned integers
and strings bitstr: =identity while for signed integers
the bitstr function has to take care of the sign bit. To
compute the f-value of a tuple, we interleave the bits of
the bitstring representation of the key attributes as
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shown in Figure 4(a).
Bitstring(n)

The confidence of A=>B is the percentage of transactions containing A that also contain B (interpret as P
(B|A)). The occurrence frequency of an item set is the
number of transactions that contain the item set.

5. EXPERIMENTATION
f(bitsr(0...1))

We used java programming language to implement the Aprori-UB algorithm.

Figure 4(a): Calculation of f-values

4. PROPOSED WORK
The algorithm for generating quantitative association rules starts by counting the item ranges in the
database, in order to determine the frequent ones. These
frequent item ranges are the basis for generating higher
order item ranges using an algorithm similar to Apriori,
taking into account the size of a transaction as the number of items that it comprises.
a) Define an item set ‘m’ as a set of items of size ‘m’
b) Specify frequent (large) item sets by ‘Fm’
c) Specify candidate item sets (possibly frequent) by
‘Lm’.
A ‘n’ range set is a set of n- item ranges, and
each m-item set has a n-range set that stores the quantitative rules of the item set. During each iteration of the
algorithm, the system uses the frequent sets from the
previous iteration to generate the candidate sets and
check whether their support is above the threshold. The
set of candidate sets found is pruned by a strategy that
discards sets which contain infrequent subsets. The algorithm ends when there are no more candidates’ sets to
be verified.
Aprori-UB Algorithm
a. Find all frequent item sets (i.e., satisfy minimum support).
b. Generate scaled association rules from the frequent
item sets using theorem 21 and 22.
c. Identify the quantitative elements
d. Sorting the item sets based on the frequency and
quantitative elements.
e. Merge the more associated rules of item pairs
f. Use UB-tree function to map a multidimensional
universe to one-dimensional space.
f. Discard the infrequent item value pairs
g. Iterate the steps c to f till the required mining results
are achieved.
Let I = {i1, i2 … i n items} be a set of items,
and T a set of transactions, each a subset of I. An association rule is an implication of the form A=>B, where A
and B are non-intersecting. The support of A=>B is the
percentage of the transactions that contain both A and B.

Figure 5: Aprori-UB frequent itemset generation.

Figure 6: Rule generation for Aprori-UB
We use the data values given in Figure 7(a) for
calculation of the Z value as given in Figure 7(b). After
the Z -value address calculation we generate the rules
with confidence limit as described in Figure 8.
Tuple value
5
10
78
34
68
Figure 7 (a): t values

Z value
56
123
245
179
234
Figure 7(b): Z value

address

Code for UBKEY Function
Z-value UBKEY (Tuple t) {
int i,s;
int bp; //the bit position in the Z-value
Z-value addr; //the result Z-value
Bitstring bs[dimno]; // bitstring representation of the
//attribute values
//Transformation of the key attributes
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for (i=0; i < d; i++) {
// transformation of the attribute to a bitstring depends
on the
// attribute type bs[i] = Transform Attribute(t[i]);
} //Bit-interleaving – Calculation of the Z-value
bp=0; //starting with the first bit of the Z-value
//looping first over dimensions then over steps realizes
the
//bit-interleaving
for (s=0;s < steplength; s++) {
for(i=0; i < d; i++) {
// the bpth bit of the Z-value is
// set to the sth bit of the ith bitstring
addr[bp]=bs[i][s];
bp++; //advance to next bit of Z-value
}}
return addr;}

Figure 8: Confidence Limit

node capacity 35 utilization
node size 580–4612B index file

69.7–69.8%
12.4MB–1.44GB

Crucial problems with multi-dimensional quantitative associations are the need to determine the most
significant rules and to distinguish between groups of
rules with very similar profiles [4]. This problem may
be solved by the application of specific quality measures
in a rule management system [10].
One kind of measures determines the significance of the rule. Such measure may be support, difference (diff (P)), volume (V (P)), rule density (_(P)) or
differential density (_diff (P)), defined as follows:
diff (P) = M(P) -M(R)
(1)
(2)
V (P) = π(vi-u i )
(3)
p(P) = supp(P)
V(P)
(4)
pdiff(P)=supp(P)diff(P)
V(P)
cons(P) = 2k
We have shown a comparison of density calculation in Figure 9 . The rule density that we have proposed have high and are able to generate scaled rules
with high support . As it was noticed in Section 3, irreducibility is not always enough to determine intuitively
homogeneous rules. Figure 2 shows some examples of
not uniform distribution of µ-tuples in irreducible 2D
rules.

We have used proposed Aprori-UB to generate
the scaled association rules from the frequent item
sets.The results show that the rules generated are more
scaled and efficient as depicted in figure 5.The figure 7
show the confidence limit of the rule generated.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In order to show the performance of the proposed algorithm, we applied the algorithm to Diabetes
Data Set which was obtained from UCI Machine Learning Repository [16]. This dataset is Multivariate, TimeSeries and has 20 attributes. After discovering rules,
they have to be presented in understandable form to the
user.
In multi-dimensional dataset, say for n - 10, the
range query efforts rapidly increase. This fact is caused
by the curse of dimensionality described later in this
section. In practice, the disk access costs and the number of computations grow with the increasing dimensionality.
UB-tree characteristics
card(D)
232
dimensions 2–30
tuples
524,288–7,864,320
tree height 4
nodes 22,400–321,885 Z-regions 21,475–321,885

Figure 9. Density calculation in Diabetes dataset
There are various formulas possible for measuring consistence of the rule. For instance let us consider that the rule profile is divided into 2k equal hypercuboid parts (Pr1; : : : ; Pr2k ) by splitting all attribute
ranges in two. Consistence then may be expressed as:
cons(P) =
2k
k
∑1<=i,j<=2 |M(Pri) -M(Prj )|
(5)
Another kind of measures are used for comparison of rules - to determine if the profiles are close or
distant. Such measure may be common support Csupp
or common volume CV or mean intra-rule distance Lir
between tuples.
Csupp(P1, P2) = |{t : t € Pr(P1) ∩Pr(P2) }|
(6)
CV (P1,P2) = V (Pr(P1) ∩ Pr(P2))
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(7)
Lir(P1, P2) =
(tP1,tP2) (8)

∑(i=1...N1) ∑(j=2...N2)

rithm.

N1N2
s
u
p
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t

l

l
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Figure 12. Average rule error vs. no of rules generated.
confide nce

Figure 10. Rules Generated by Aprori-UB
We have represented the rules generated by Aprori-UB
in figure 10.
6.2 COMPARISON
The experiment focused on evaluating Scale
kmeans,Aprori and Aprori-UB techniques. Since we
were interested in seeing the best performance, we used
diabetes data set samples. The minsupp , minconfidence
level and average rule error was compared in figure 11.
The evaluation shows that our proposed Aprori-UB generated strong association rule with less rule generation
error.
Algorithm

Minsupp

MinConf

Average rule error

Scale Kmeans

5%

6%

0.163

Aprori

3%

4%

0.178

Proposed
AproriUB

6%

6.7%

0.092

Figure 11. Performance of different association rule generation methods

The rule generation error when the algorithm is
not able to store the itemset at continues location and it
takes time to execute.In our scaled Aprori-UB we use
the concept of Z-Regions to create a disjunctive partitioning of the multidimensional space. This allows for
very efficient processing of multidimensional range
queries and generation of Strong association rules.Our
proposed Aprori-UB generate scaled and strong association rule with 6%,6.7% and 0.092 average rule error
which is much efficient than the previous methods as
given the figure 12.The experiments show that the number of rules generated in our proposed algorithm are
more in number with less average rule generating error.Figure 10 shows the comparison details of the other
algorithm with our proposed scaled Aprori-UB algo-

The proposed work has characterized the relationships between the informative rule set and the nonredundant association rule set, and revealed that the informative rule set is a subset of the nonredundant association rule set. The work considers the upward closure
properties of informative rule set for omission of uninformative association rules, and presented a direct algorithm to efficiently generate the informative rule set
without generating all frequent item sets.

Figure 13: Computation analysis of the algorithms
In Figure 13, the count and the number of
computations are presented. We can see that with increasing dimensionality the rules grow. However, the
growth for the proposed Aprori-UB algorithm is much
than the k-scaled means and aprori algorithm. Thus, the
proposed aprori-UB algorithm is more effective for multidimensional dataset. The reason of the aprpri-UB algorithm’s success resides in the application of the leaf optimizations.

7. CONCLUSION
The experimental results have shown that the
proposed Aprori –UB algorithm makes the UB-tree applicable for effective indexing and querying of multidimensional databases. In this paper we have presented an
Aprori-UB, a scaled approach towards generating association whose results have shown that it is the superior
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of the other two algorithms. In this paper we have used
Breadth-First Search (BFS) strategy to traverse the
search space.With BFS the support values of all (k-1)
itemsets are determined before counting the support
value of k-itemsets. End users of association rule mining
tools encounter several well known problems in practice. First, the algorithms do not always return the results in a reasonable time. It is widely recognized that
the set of association rules can rapidly grow to be unwieldy, especially as we lower the frequency requirements.
The scaled quantitative association rules in the
form presented in this paper are applicable to any form
of numeric data and have clear advantages. Data-driven
algorithms for rule discovery have polynomial complexity, and are additionally speed up by heuristic strategies.
Multidimensional access methods are not widely supported by commercial database management systems
despite their performance impacts in various application
domains. This is mostly due to the fact that a kernel
integration of these sophisticated data structures is considered to be a very costly and complex task. In this
paper we have shown that this is not the case for the
UBTree, as it heavily relies on the well-known B-Tree,
reducing the complexity of the additional algorithms to
a minimum. Profile boundaries are determined by the
data themselves, without errors indicated by the static
discretization. Input data may be sampled even at random. Output rules, especially mean based, are understandable and may be easily visualized because a square
or hyper-cuboid is very intuitive in its perception.

8. FUTURE SCOPE
All the algorithms and strategies are currently
under rigorous experimental examination that will be
described in some follow-up papers. Other future work
in this field includes discovery algorithms with dynamic
changes of µ level, improved performance strategies and
new measures for rule management. The knowledge
discovery methodology may be even closer linked to
spatial-temporal databases by new pre-processing and
visualization techniques. It is also expected that quantitative association rules will be applicable to other forms
of numeric data.
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